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Purpose: Current respiratory motion monitoring devices used for motion synchronization in medical
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imaging and radiotherapy provide either 1D respiratory signals over a specific region or 3D information
based on few external or internal markers. On the other hand, newer technology may offer the potential to
monitor the entire patient external surface in real time. The main objective of this study was to assess the
motion correlation between such an external patient surface and internal anatomical landmarks motion.
Methods: Four dimensional Computed Tomography (4D CT) volumes for ten patients were used in this
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study. Anatomical landmarks were manually selected in the thoracic region across the 4D CT datasets by
two experts. The landmarks included normal structures as well as the tumour location. In addition, a
distance map representing the entire external patient surface, which corresponds to surfaces acquired by a
Time of Flight (ToF) camera or similar devices, was created by segmenting the skin of all 4D CT
volumes using a thresholding algorithm. Finally, the correlation between the internal landmarks and
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external surface motion was evaluated for different regions (placement and size) throughout a patient’s
surface. Results: Significant variability was observed in the motion of the different parts of the external
patient surface. The larger motion magnitude was consistently measured in the central regions of the
abdominal and the thoracic areas for the different patient datasets considered. The highest correlation
coefficients were observed between the motion of these external surface areas and internal landmarks
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such as the diaphragm and mediastinum structures as well as the tumour location landmarks (0.8±0.18
and 0.72±0.12 for the abdominal and the thoracic regions respectively). Worse correlation was observed
when one considered landmarks not significantly influenced by respiratory motion such as the apex and
the sternum. Discussion and conclusions: There were large differences in the motion correlation
observed considering different regions of interest placed over a patients’ external surface and internal
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anatomical landmarks. The positioning of current devices used for respiratory motion synchronization
may reduce such correlation by averaging the motion over correlated and poorly correlated external
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regions. The potential of capturing in real-time the motion of the complete external patient surface as well
as choosing the area of the surface that correlates best with the internal motion should allow reducing
such variability and associated errors in both respiratory motion synchronization and subsequent motion
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modeling processes.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Respiratory motion reduces the qualitative and quantitative accuracy of multimodality imaging as well as the
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precision in the dose delivered to tumor and healthy tissues during radiation therapy (RT). To minimize the impact of
respiratory induced organ and tumor motion different methods have been developed. The AAPM Task Group 76
report1 lists five different approaches to deal with respiratory motion in treatment planning: (1) motion-encompassing
methods2; (2) forced shallow breathing3; (3) breath hold4; (4) gating5; and (5) respiratory-synchronized radiotherapy
offered currently by the CyberKnife system6 (Accuray Inc, Sunnyvale, US) or in the future through the use of Dynamic
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Multileaf collimators7.
The most advanced methods are based on modeling the respiratory motion and incorporating the information
extracted from these models to improve dose calculation and delivery during RT. For example in the case of the
CyberKnife SynchronyTM system a set of three optical fiducial markers are attached to a snugly fitting vest the patient
wears during treatment, to provide a breathing signal. The only current recommendation for the placement of the
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external markers is either on the chest or the abdomen remaining visible by the optical tracking system used to monitor
their position6,8. In order to ensure continuous correspondence between the external and internal motion6,8, small gold
markers are also implanted prior to treatment in the vicinity of the target organ or lesion, allowing a model to be
defined between the motion of the external and internal markers. This model is updated based on frequent x-ray
snapshots of the position of both marker sets simultaneously8. A technology that can potentially eliminate the need for
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an internal – external motion model involves the use of the Calypso system (Calypso Medical Technologies, Seattle,
US) which uses implanted transponders with an associated wireless tracking with a frequency of up to 10Hz9,10.
However, the issue remains the use of implanted markers which involves an invasive procedure. A potential alternative
to the use of implanted markers will be modeling the internal structure motion using respiratory phase and amplitude
information in association with displacement fields derived from 4D CT acquisitions using deformable registration11,12.
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However, any such model depends on the accuracy of the phase and amplitude motion information which is currently
derived by external markers.

2

In the literature, several studies have concentrated in the past on investigating the external-internal motion
correlation. Mageras et al.13 and Vedam et al.14 have shown a strong correlation between external markers and the
diaphragm but their study did not include tumor motion. Gierga et al.15 used fluoroscopy to gather tumor respiratory
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motion data, recording this information using standard video recorder interfaced with the fluoroscopy monitor. Results
of this study indicated that abdominal tumor motion correlates well with the external markers placed on the patient's
abdominal skin. A good correlation was found between the motion frequency of the external and internal markers.
However, in the same study, a substantial variability was observed in the tumor location considering a given position in
the respiratory cycle. This variability was dependent on the external marker location, subsequently affecting the tumor
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to external marker motion ratio. Finally, this study did not include an assessment of the reproducibility of the observed
correlation, neither a study of the potential correlation of phase between internal and external motion.
Tsunashima et al.16 studied the correlation between the 1D respiratory waveform measured by an external sensor
and the 3D tumor motion. Different tumor types were considered which included lung, liver and esophagus. The
correlation between the respiratory waveform and tumor motion showed the difficulty to obtain information from the
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respiratory waveform inhale phase because of the short inspiration period. In addition, a phase shift was observed
between the 3D tumor motion and the respiratory signal. This shift was variable and in the range of 0.0 to 0.3s
regardless of the organ being measured, which means that the respiratory waveform may not always express the 3D
tumor motion with fidelity. Within the same context, Beddar et al.17 studied the correlation between the respiratory
signal and liver tumors. They also noted that, in some cases, internal anatomical landmarks do not move in synchrony
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with the 1D respiratory signal also implying that such an 1D signal may not adequately describe tumor respiratory
motion.
All these studies indicate that external 1D surrogate measures of respiratory motion may correlate with tumor
motion but with non-negligible amplitude and phase differences. These two parameters obtained through regular
monitoring need to be taken into consideration in any respiratory motion model in order to ensure that external
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surrogate measures predict well internal tumor motion. On the other hand, the existing studies also suggest that the
position of the external surrogates and the acquisition protocol used can influence the observed internal-external motion
correlation in an arbitrary fashion. In order to overcome the observed variability associated with the location of the
external markers1 we have previously proposed the use of patient surface monitoring using a novel external detection
system18, without the need for invasive internal or external markers. This system consists of a Time of Flight (ToF)
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camera19 which actively illuminates the patient with an incoherent light signal and captures the reflected light allowing
3D distance maps of the patient surface to be acquired with rates of up to 30Hz. Alternative techniques that may also
facilitate a complete 3D patient surface observation include the use of speckle projection as in the case of the
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VisionRTTM system20,21 (Vision RT Ltd, London, UK). As our previous study has demonstrated18 considering such
information allows an improved accuracy in modeling patient specific respiratory motion compared to using 1D
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respiratory signal information. However, in order to optimize the utilization of the information provided by the patient
dynamic external surface maps there is first a need to understand the correlation between the motion of the external
patient surface, to be used as a surrogate measure of respiratory motion, and the internal organ/structures motion.
Therefore the objective of this work was to study the correlation between a patient external surface and internal
structures’ displacement due to respiratory motion. This correlation was studied using the segmented external patient
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surfaces from 4D CT patient images and internal landmark identification by experts.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. CT datasets
The clinical datasets used in this study were acquired on a GE Lightspeed 8-slice CT with cine CT scan capability22.
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Each cine CT scan covered 2cm (8*2.5mm) with 19 to 23 images acquired per slice location. A 0.5 s gantry rotation
was used to ensure a high temporal resolution. The interval between each cine image was 0.45 sec. The total axial
length covered in the cine CT acquisition for each patient was 28cm. The real-time position management (RPM, Varian
Medical Systems) system was used to obtain the patient’s respiration signal23. No specific indication on how to breathe
was given to the patients, but they were asked to breathe normally and regularly.
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The acquired 4D CT images were sorted using an improved phase binning approach by rejecting parts of the
respiratory cycle and corresponding CT images associated with irregular respiration as described by Pan et al22. Binned
4D CT series were composed of ten phases (0%, 10%…up to 90% of a mean respiratory cycle). The software used
searches for each slice location the CT image whose phase is closest to the one of the ten phases. Each binned thoracic
CT volume had 512*512*112 voxels, with dimensions 0.97×0.97×2.5mm3 corresponding to the x, y and z directions
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respectively). 4D CT datasets from 10 patients were used in this study. For all of these patient datasets no motion or
streak artifacts were visually detectable by an experienced radiologist in any of the ten binned CT volumes.

B. Anatomical Landmark Motion Measurements
Two clinical oncologists were asked to select some easily identified anatomical landmarks in all of the 4D CT
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images for the 10 patient datasets. These points were placed in regions with high and low expected displacements
during respiration24,25. As a result, 13 anatomical landmarks, covering all the regions of the thorax were used in this
study. These included the right and left apex, the aortic cross, the sternum, the carina, the right and left nipples, the
right and left diaphragm “highest” position and the upper, low, left and right boundaries of the tumor (see Figure 1).
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The motion of these points was subsequently extracted by calculating the 3D distance between these landmarks
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considering for each patient all respiratory synchronized 4D CT image series. An example of this distance in the case of
the right diaphragm higher position landmark is shown in figure 2 and is given by the following equation:

D(l ) = (q xk − rxk ) 2 + (q ky − ryk ) 2 + (q zk − rzk ) 2 (1)
k

k

where, q x , q y and q zk are respectively the x, y and z coordinates of the k-th landmark in the reference CT
k

corresponding to the end expiration position ( x, y, and z represent the components in the three dimensions) and rx ,
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ryk and rzk are respectively the x, y and z coordinates of the k-th landmark in the other 4D CT frames corresponding to
the remaining nine phases. The calculated distance was recorded in mm.
The two clinical oncologists were asked to repeat once the same task of identifying the anatomical landmarks on
the 4D CT images of all 10 patients considered in the study. The repeatability of the anatomical landmarks
identification from the two experts were compared separately (intra-observer variability) and to each other (inter-
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observer variability)26.

C. External Surface Motion Measurements
4D CT volumes were segmented using a threshold based segmentation algorithm27 and patient surfaces were
extracted. Each extracted surface corresponds to a binary 3D volume, with the voxels constituting the patient’s surface
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set to 1 and all other voxels set to 0. In addition, a distance map representing the distance of the patient skin from a
given plane was calculated. This latter map corresponds to the distance map that can be acquired by a ToF camera19,
capable of yielding 3D surface maps (acquisition rate >30Hz) in which each point corresponds to the measured
Euclidean distance between the camera and the object.
A number of regions of interest (ROI) were subsequently placed on the calculated distance map in order to simulate
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the specific location of external markers. Given the external surface pixel’s dimension of 0.97x2.5mm2 (corresponding
to the x and z directions of a CT volume respectively), circular regions of 15*6 pixels (Figure 3(a)) and square zones of
25*10 pixels (Figure 4(a)) were used. In addition, rectangular regions of 300*6 pixels (Figure 5(a)) were used to
simulate regions corresponding to the placement of a pressure belt frequently used for the registration of a patient’s 1D
respiratory signal28.
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D. Internal-External Motion Correlation
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The correlation coefficient (CC) measures a linear affine relationship between the motion measured on the internal
landmarks (I) considered and the external (E) regions of interest placed on the extracted distance maps (CC of 1
indicates a perfect external-internal motion correlation). The CC is defined as follow:

CC( I , E ) =
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(i − mI )(e − mE )

σI σE

(2)

where, i and e are internal and external displacements respectively, mI and mE are the mean of an internal point and
external ROI motion, σI and σE are the standard deviations of the internal and external motion respectively. For each
anatomical landmark the mean motion calculated by the two experts was used.
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III.

RESULTS

The repeatability results in identifying the internal anatomical landmarks by the two clinical oncologists revealed an
intra-operator variability of 1.7±0.7mm and 1.9±0.6mm for the first and the second expert respectively. In terms of
inter-operator reproducibility a difference of 1.1±0.4mm and 1.7±0.6mm were measured considering the two repeated
anatomical landmark identifications from the two oncologists. Therefore both intra- and inter-operator reproducibility
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results showed average differences smaller than the largest distance between two neighboring voxels (2.5mm). Variable
motion amplitude was measured for the different internal anatomical landmarks considered. For example, the mean
motion amplitude and corresponding standard deviation measured on the 10 patients included in this study was
18.1±6.6mm, 3.0±1.2mm and 12.3±8.1mm for the left diaphragm, the apex and the lower tumour landmark (see figure
1) respectively.
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Considering the correlation between the external regions’ motion and that of the internal anatomical landmarks,
figure 3(a) shows the position of the six small ROIs placed on the external patient surface (see also section II.C).
Considering all patients the mean and standard deviation of the correlation between all 13 internal landmarks and the 6
external ROIs of figure 3(a) is shown in figure 3(b). A more detailed correlation between each of these external points
and individual internal landmarks is shown in figures 3(c) and 3(d) for the normal anatomical landmarks and those
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concerning the tumor location respectively. As shown in this figure, internal anatomical landmarks such as the aortic
cross, the carina, the diaphragm and those associated with the tumor location show higher correlation with the motion
of the external ROIs than the apex or the sternum which exhibit the smaller motion amplitude of the different internal
landmarks considered. In addition, a much lower correlation is obtained when one is considering the more peripherally
placed external regions (i.e. ROIs 5 and 6 in figure 3(a)).
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Figure 4(a) shows the 13 horizontal rectangular external regions considered (see also section II.C). For all patients
considered, the mean and standard deviation of the motion correlation between these external rectangular regions and
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all of the internal landmarks are shown in figure 4(b). A higher correlation in the measured motion is shown for the
ROIs placed over the abdominal and thoracic areas rather than the regions located in-between. The amplitude of motion
in the abdominal ROIs (regions 12 and 13, see figure 4(a)) was on average a factor of two higher than the thoracic ROIs
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(regions 1 to 4, see figure 4(a)), while there was very little motion seen in the in-between ROIs (0.2±0.8mm). On the
other hand, no phase shifts were observed between the motion of the centrally arranged abdominal and thoracic regions.
As noticed before, the correlation between external ROIs and the aortic cross, the carina, the diaphragm and the tumor
location is clearly better than the correlation with the motion of the apex or the sternum (figures 4(c) and 4(d)).
In addition as shown in figure 5(a), small square vertical regions were placed over the abdominal area, which has
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consistently across the different patients considered demonstrated the largest amplitude motion of the external patient
surface. The objective was to demonstrate which specific part over that region correlates the most with the internal
landmarks’ motion. The results show (see figure 5(b)) that the central region surrounding the umbilicus correlates the
most with the internal landmark motion. The motion measured in this central abdominal region (3 to 8, see figure 5(a))
was larger by a factor of three relative to the side regions (1 to 2 and 9-11, see figure 5(a)). The worse correlation
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measured for these peripherally placed regions was associated with a phase shift in the measured motion relative to the
more centrally located ROIs or the internal anatomical landmark motion. As figure 5(c) demonstrates this correlation is
stronger when the less correlated internal landmarks identified before (apex and sternum) are excluded. The assumption
behind the removal of these internal landmarks from the correlation analysis is that regions like the apex and the
sternum are, as observed, influenced very little by respiratory motion.
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Finally, figure 6 describes the variation observed in the external-internal landmarks motion correlation amongst
four different patients included in the study. Figure 6(a) shows the patient respiratory traces demonstrating the
variability in both the rate and amplitude of the motion. Despite this variability there is a high correlation between the
motion associated with the external surface regions in the abdominal area and the internal anatomical landmarks. This
is true for the landmarks associated with the normal structures (diaphragm, mediastinum structures) as well as those
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describing the tumour motion as shown in figures 6(b) and 6(c) respectively.

IV.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Respiratory motion synchronization in medical imaging and external beam radiotherapy is currently based on the
use of devices which are providing a respiratory signal trace used for synchronization purposes. This process is based
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on the assumption that a good correlation exists between the respiration induced motion of external surrogate measures
and internal structures. Within this context different studies have already been performed demonstrating variable
correlation between external markers and internal anatomical structures such as the diaphragm or tumour motion. In all
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of these studies external markers were placed on specific positions of the patient’s skin. On the other hand, the
correlation with the respiration induced motion of internal structures has been studied considering either normal
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anatomical landmarks or the tumour motion but rarely both.
Current technology used routinely for respiratory motion synchronization provides only an 1D respiratory signal
over a limited area of the external patient’s surface, such as the use of a pressure-sensitive belt over the chest or
abdomen28, and the use of passive infrared reflective markers placed on a patient's torso23. Alternative approaches
based on the use of implanted markers have been also proposed, such as the use of gold seeds for real time tumour
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tracking1,29,30 or in the context of providing a real-time update for an internal structure – external markers motion model
in the case of the CyberKnife SynchronyTM system6, as well as the use of electromagnetic transponders whose location
is monitored using the Calypso system9,10.
On the other hand, technologies such as the VisionRTTM system20,21 or a ToF camera9,10 allow real-time monitoring
of a patient’s surface. Such an approach presents certain advantages over other devices, noticeably a marker-less
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fashion to monitor respiratory motion since no contact with the patient is needed as is the case with external (fiducial,
optical, magnetic) or implanted markers, and pressure belts. The only prerequisite of these devices is that the patient
should wear a snugly fitting vest during surface acquisition or alternatively being shirtless. In addition, a ToF camera
allows monitoring the motion of the complete patient surface in a high frequency rate making available substantially
more information for respiratory synchronised acquisitions or therapy compared to location specific 1D respiratory
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signals. Additional advantages of the ToF camera technology include its small size and the fact that in principle no
prior calibration is required. In this study, equivalent information to that provided by systems capturing the motion of a
patient’s external surface was derived using 4D CT acquisitions of ten patients. The objective was to investigate the
level of correlation between the motion of different regions of the external patient’s surface and multiple internal
anatomical landmarks corresponding to normal structures as well as the tumour.
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The results of this study indicate that there exists a correlation between the motion induced by respiration in parts of
the external patient surface and internal anatomical landmarks. The motion of chest and abdominal regions seems to
correlate the best with different internal anatomical landmarks including those describing the tumour motion. This
observed correlation seems to be consistent despite the variability in the motion amplitude observed for the 10 patients
considered in this study. No phase shifts were observed between the motion of the chest and abdominal surface regions.
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Internal normal anatomical landmarks demonstrating high correlation in terms of respiration induced motion with
regions of the external patient’s surface include the diaphragm, and mediastinum structures such as the aortic cross and
the carina. On the other hand, poor correlation associated with motion phase shifts was measured between these same
internal anatomical landmarks and peripherally located surface regions in the abdomen and chest. Finally, anatomical
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landmarks such as the apex and the sternum, showing the smallest amplitude respiratory induced motion, were poorly
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correlated with the external patient’s surface motion.
The difference in the motion correlation observed considering different regions of interest placed over a patients’
external surface hint to potential issues associated with the use and positioning of current devices for respiratory
synchronization. More specifically such 1D respiratory traces are either derived from regions over which a variable
correlation exists between external and internal motion (for example areas covered by pressure-sensitive belts) or
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through the specific placement of external markers (for example in the case of infrared reflective markers). Existing
recommendations considering the positioning of such markers with the Varian RPMTM system suggest their placement
typically midway between the xyphoid process and the umbilicus1, chosen in order to maximize the AP respiratory
induced motion. In our study, this position was amongst the surface regions representing a good correlation between
external and internal structure motion including that of the tumour. Another example is the proposed placement on the
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chest or abdomen of the three external optical markers used with the CyberKnife SynchronyTM system. Our study
demonstrates that the level of the placement of such markers could have a substantial impact since there is little motion
and hence a worse correlation between internal landmarks and external markers in the zone located between the chest
and the abdominal region. In addition, within these regions (chest and abdomen) keeping the placement of the markers
centrally rather than peripherally will also help in increasing the expected internal landmark and external fiducials
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motion correlation.
Clearly the ability to measure in real-time the motion of the complete external patient surface will allow reducing
such variability and associated errors. This may be achieved by considering in the subsequent motion synchronization
and modeling processes only those regions of interest demonstrating the best correlation with the internal structures’
respiratory motion induced displacements. Finally, ensuring a good correlation between internal and external motion
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could help in reducing the need for implanted devices which involve invasive procedures. However, given that our
study was based on 4D CT acquisitions created using an average, although patient specific, respiratory motion, it will
be always necessary to use an adaptative internal-external correlation which is able to dynamically capture any
correlation changes in order to accurately predict the internal target position.
A limitation of the current study is that it has not considered the errors in terms of accuracy with which a device,
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such a ToF camera, can determine in a real-time fashion the motion amplitude due to respiration throughout a patient
surface. Preliminary studies have suggested that this accuracy may be <2mm, with a minimum variability throughout
the camera’s field of view31. These experimental estimations have to be clearly verified on datasets comprising
simultaneous patient 4D CT acquisitions and external surface measurements using such devices.
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FIGURES CAPTION
Figure 1: Thirteen anatomical internal landmarks identified by radiation oncologists covering both normal and tumour
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structures.

Figure 2: Distance between the position of one of the considered anatomical landmarks (higher right diaphragm
position) throughout the respiratory cycle as identified in the 4D CT image series.

360

Figure 3: Analysis of the correlation between (a) six small regions of interest placed on the external surface (3 pixels
diameter) and the internal landmarks (L1-L13) shown in figure 1. (b) Mean and standard deviation (error bars) of the
measured motion correlation. Correlation between the motion of each external circular ROI considered with (c) the
normal structure landmarks and (d) tumor landmarks motion.

365

Figure 4: Analysis of the correlation between (a) 14 rectangular regions covering the majority of the external surface
and the internal landmarks (L1-L13) shown in figure 1. (b) Mean and standard deviation (error bars) of the measured
motion correlation. Correlation between the motion of each external rectangular ROI considered with (c) the normal
structure landmarks and (d) tumor landmarks motion.
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Figure 5: Analysis of the correlation between (a) 11 square ROIs covering the abdominal region of the external patient
surface and the internal landmarks (L1-L13) shown in figure 1. Mean and standard deviation (error bars) of the
measured motion correlation (b) considering all of the internal anatomical landmarks and (c) after removal of the
anatomical landmarks demonstrating very small respiratory motion (apex, sternum).
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Figure 6: Patient specific measurements (a) 1D respiratory traces used in the synchronization process of the 4D CT
acquisitions. (b) Correlation between different external abdominal ROIs (shown in figure 5(a)) and internal anatomical
landmarks corresponding to normal structures (c) Correlation between different external abdominal ROIs (shown in
figure 5(a)) and internal tumour landmarks.
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